
YAESU PRESET VIA CAT 

FTDXCAT&SPLITTER SOFTWARE 
http://radioclub.ddns.net/ftdxcat 

 

These are the 14 selectable PRESET commands which however cannot be recalled simply from the 

CAT options with a command for your PRESET MENU! 

 

Aside from that if you use OUR TRANSCEIVER configuration, you will under no circumstances need 

to use the standard USB PORT cable to use the PRESET buttons. We have never used them and we 

do AM FM DATA PSK RTTY FSK AFSK and FT/JT SSTV etc... etc... 

 

NO NEED TO HAVE A PRESET PROGRAMMING to recall... it all works with our DEFAULT! 

 

Since all the commands entered in PRESET can be programmed, you will have to program them for 

example in the MACRO keys using for example MACRO1 MACRO2 MACRO3 MACRO4 MACRO5 and 

you can enter the various commands as described in this document for the MODES and commands 

you want and you will have all the PRESET commands also available via CAT also for REMOTE use 

without problems. 

Maybe it's even better with software CAT! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These are the EX MENUS that uses the SPECIALIZED MENU for PRESETS. Just enter your data in the 

MACRO line and program MACRO1 MACRO2 MACRO3... with the necessary PRESETS, the ones you 

really need. 

 

However, I doubt that one needs more than 2 presets, personally as said and figuratively, we have 

never had to use the presets and everything works without problems. 

If we can improve something, let us know because until now we haven't noticed any needs or 

differences and the great thing is that everything works without any problems with any software 

and in any way! 

http://radioclub.ddns.net/ftdxcat


These are the PRESETS MENUS that we can configure: 
 

 
 

So simply from the CAT MANUAL insert the sequence of the desired CAT commands in the 

MACROS of the FTDXcat&splitter program and you will have infinite PRESET modes configurable as 

desired, perhaps also adding other customized commands of your own, such as for example 

POWER BW MODE MICGAIN AMC etc... a hundred times better than PRESET in the transceiver 

MENU! 

 

73 by Franco HB9oab@amsat.org 
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